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ABSTRACT

We present a formalism that provides the Reynolds stresses needed to solve the angular momentum equation. The traditional Reynolds
stress model assumes that the only contribution comes from shear (a down-gradient flux), but this leads to an extraction of angular
momentum from the interior that is far too small compared to what is required to explain the helio seismological data. An illustrative
solution of the new Reynolds stress equations shows that the presence of vorticity in a stably stratified regime, such as the one in the
radiative zone, contributes a new term to the angular momentum equation that has an up-gradient flux like the one provided by
the IGW model (internal gravity waves). The time scale entailed by such a term may be of the same order of 107 yrs produced by the
IGW model. It would be instructive to solve the new angular momentum equation together with the formalism developed in Paper
III to study not only the solar angular momentum distribution vs. helio data, but also the evolution of elements such as 7 Li and 4 He.
These results would allow a more quantitative assessment of the overall model.
The complete model yields Reynolds stresses that include diﬀerential rotation, unstable/stable stratification, double diﬀusion, radiative
losses (arbitrary Peclet number), and meridional currents.
Key words. turbulence – diﬀusion – convection – hydrodynamics – methods: analytical – stars: rotation

1. Introduction
Helio-seismological data have presented us with an interesting
new feature: solar rotation changes from diﬀerential in the convective zone CZ to uniform in the radiative, stably stratified region below the CZ. The problem has been studied for many years
by many authors, and in what follows we present a brief summary of the present situation:
1. 3D numerical simulations by Brummel et al. (2002) and
Brun & Toomre (2002) have made “promising contacts” with
the convective zone but have not yet explained the uniform
rotation in the radiative regime. The reason identified by the
authors of those studies is the limited range of physical parameters (compared to the true solar values) allowed by numerical simulations, e.g., the simulations are still too viscous;
2. use of the angular momentum equation with Reynolds
stresses with the “standard down gradient flux” for the
Reynolds stresses (shear only) leads to an extraction of angular momentum from the interior that is too weak to explain
the helio data. Such models yield large rotation gradients (in
the stellar interiors) that are not consistent with helio data;
3. several authors suggested that a diﬀerent process is needed,
internal gravity waves (IGW) which are characterized by an
up-gradient flux (Kumar & Quataert 1997; Zahn et al. 1997;
Kumar et al. 1999; Charbonnel & Talon 2005, 2007; Talon
& Charbonnel 2005). The time scale required by the IGW
mechanism to arrive at a solar rotational curve compatible
with the helio data was estimated to be ∼107 yrs;
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4. we show that, if in addition to shear generated down-gradient
fluxes, one includes vorticity and stable stratification, the
new Reynolds stresses contain an up-gradient term that in
the radiative zone (RZ), where Ω(r) becomes close to rigid,
dominates the shear down-gradient term. For small Ri corresponding to a strong shear, as expected in the CZ-RZ transition zone, the time scale can be of the same order as the one
provided by the IGW mechanism.
In the next sections, we first show why the angular momentum
equation employed in all previous studies is an approximation
of the complete one. We then derive and show how to include
vorticity and stratification, which contribute with opposite signs
in the CZ and in the RZ zones where they produce an up-gradient
flux in the angular momentum equation.
Finally, we show how the new Reynolds stress model includes unstable stratification, stable stratification, diﬀerential rotation, double-diﬀusion, arbitrary Peclet number (accounting for
radiative losses), and meridional currents.

2. The solar angular momentum problem
Talon & Charbonnel (2005) have summarized the successes and
failures of the “hydro-dynamically induced” processes in stellar structure studies. Here, we limit ourselves to discussing the
“failures” or incompleteness of such models, the most notorious of which concerns the sun since, as Thompson et al. (2003,
Sect. 7.3) have written, “calculations based on the angular momentum equation:


∂ 2
∂Ω
−2 ∂
4
(r Ω) = r
r Km
+ ···
(1a)
∂t
∂r
∂r
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predict rotation of the solar interior at a rate several times higher
than the surface rate, in stark disagreement with helio data of
nearly uniform rotation”. Equation (1a) is the standard equation
used in all studies we have consulted (e.g., Talon & Zahn 1998;
Maeder & Meynet 2001; Talon & Charbonnel 2003; Mathis et al.
2004; Palacios et al. 2003, 2006). Equation (1a) is a particular case of the general equation that can be derived from the
Navier-Stokes equations for the mean velocity ui :
∂
∂
∂p
(ρ ui ) +
ρ(Ri j + ui u j ) = −gi ρ −
∂t
∂x j
∂xi

(1b)

where Ri j = ui uj are the Reynolds stresses representing the effect of turbulence on the mean flow (the total velocity field has a
mean component denoted by an overbar and a fluctuating component denoted by a prime). The uϕ = ΓrΩ, Γ = sin θ component
of Eq. (1b) reads, with J = r2 Ω, as
∂
∂
∂J
= − Γ−1 r−2 r3 (Rrϕ + ur uϕ ) − Γ−3 Γ2 (Rθϕ + uθ uϕ ).
∂t
∂r
∂θ

(1c)

Since the equations for the meridional currents ur , uθ , given in
Sect. 6, also depend on the Reynolds stresses, we concentrate on
the latter.
Thus far, all models have assumed that Ri j is contributed only
by shear S i j , that is, they adopted the following model:
Down-gradient type:
Ri j = − 2Km S i j

(1d)

where
2S i j = ui, j + u j,i ,

S rϕ =

1 ∂Ω
rΓ
2 ∂r

(1e)

where Km > 0 is a momentum diﬀusivity. Use of Eqs. (1d), (1e)
in (1c) and integration over angles yield (1a). There are several
problems with (1d). The first is the need to justify why only shear
enters, and second is how one determines the momentum diﬀusivity. The first item is almost never discussed and the determination of Km is handled with heuristic models discussed in Sect. 5
of Paper II, that is, most of the attention was devoted to the determination of Km and very little, if any, to the completeness of the
“shear alone” model (1d). This leads to (1a), which is not a diﬀusion equation, in spite of being generally referred to as such. In
fact, we show that inclusion of vorticity and stratification adds
to (1a) a new term that has a truly diﬀusive character:


∂J
∂ 2
∂J
= −r−2
(1f)
r xKm
+··· ,
x = (τN)2 .
∂t
∂r
∂r
Here, N is the Brunt-Väisäla frequency N 2 = −gρ−1
0 ∂ρ/∂z and
τ = 2K/ε (K is the eddy kinetic energy and ε its rate of dissipation) is the dynamical time scale that will be determined later.
The key point is that in the CZ where x < 0, Eq. (1f) is still of the
down-gradient type like (1a), but in the RZ where x > 0, Eq. (1f)
becomes of the up-gradient type1 :




∂J
∂ 2
∂J
= −r−2
r |x| Km
+ ···
∂t
∂r
∂r

(1g)

This means that the generally assumed down-gradient nature of
shear instabilities is incorrect at least in the context of stellar
1

The two momentum diﬀusivities Km in (1a) and (1f) will be shown
to be diﬀerent, but this is unimportant for the present discussion.
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interiors where the transition from unstable to stable stratification changes the nature of the instabilities making it up-gradient.
The new feature is entirely due to the combination of vorticity+buoyancy, as Eq. (1g) shows. An additional, interesting feature of (1g) is that it does not vanish for Ω = const. characterizing the radiative zone, whereas in the same regime, Eq. (1a) has
a zero rhs. In conclusion, as one approaches the radiative zone,
the dominant term is the non-vanishing up-gradient term (1g).
In the next sections, we show that shear alone giving rise
to (1a) is not a justifiable approximation, and then we proceed
to extend (1d) to include vorticity, buoyancy, radiative losses,
double diﬀusion, and meridional currents.

3. Why shear alone?
Consider the first relation in Eq. (1d). It represents the first term
in a Taylor expansion in the parameter τ/T where τ is the dynamical time scale while T is a typical time scale characterizing
the mean flow. This can be seen by rewriting the first of (1d) as
follows:
τ
Ri j /K ∼ (Km /T K)(T S i j ) ∼ (T S i j )
(2a)
T
where we have employed the following relations:
τ
Km
∼ ,
Km ∼ τK.
(2b)
TK T
There is no physical reason why τ/T should be small, which
would justify stopping at the first term (2a), and non-perturbative
derivations of the Reynolds stresses (Taulbee 1992; Gatski &
Speziale 1993) showed there are higher order terms in powers
of τ/T .
A second consideration is that (1d) requires that the principal
axes of the tensor τi j representing turbulence be aligned with
those of S i j representing the mean flow. This is true for the case
of pure strain but not for flows with a mean vorticity, which is
defined as
1
1
∂r2 Ω
(ui, j − u j,i ), Vrϕ = − r−1 Γ
(2c)
2
2
∂r
which is not zero even when shear is zero since shear and vorticity are two independent, orthogonal tensors, that is, when
Ω → rigid body, S rϕ → 0, Vrϕ  0. For a 3D flow, in general,
the measured flow distribution can only be predicted by choosing
diﬀerent viscosities for each stress component (Markatos 1987).
In fact, a complete derivation of (1d) shows the presence of nonisotropic terms that break the “alignment assumption” and that
are ultimately responsible for the extra terms discussed above. In
other words, in lieu of the first of (1d), one has (Taulbee 1992;
Gatski & Speziale 1993) an expression of the type
Vi j =

bi j = Ri j −2K/3δi j :

bi j ∼ a1 S i j +a2 bik S k j +a3 bik Vk j +· · · (2d)

of which the form (8h) of Paper I is the specific form after the
closure constants have been determined (a ≈ 0, b = c = 1/10),
a relation that, for completeness, we repeat here:
8
KτS i j − aτΣi j − bτZi j + cτBi j .
75
The traceless tensors Σi j , Zi j , Bi j are defined as
bi j = −

2
Shear: Σi j = bik S k j + b jk S ik − δi j bkm S km
3
Vorticity: Zi j = bik V jk + b jk Vik


2
ρ
ρ
ρ
Buoyancy: Bi j = g λi J j + λ j Ji − δi j λk Jk
3

(2e)

(2f)
(2g)
(2h)
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where Jiρ is the buoyancy flux, where Eqs. (7f), in Paper I comprises both heat and μ fluxes and where λi ≡ − (gρ)−1 ∂p/∂xi .
Thus, in going from (1d) to (2e), we have gone from
Ri j (S ) → Ri j (S , V, B)

(2i)

where S , V, B stand for shear, vorticity and buoyancy. Given
the incompleteness of the lhs of (2i), the failures of (1a) referred
to by Thompson et al. (2003) may look less surprising, since in
reality (1a) should contain shear, vorticity, and buoyancy.
Other considerations are also in order. First, as we have already alluded to, one would expect the rhs of (1a) to exhibit a
diﬀusion form while (1a) does not, though it is generally, but
improperly, referred to as a “diﬀusion equation”. Since diﬀusion
involves small scales, it is clear that shear, which is governed by
large scales, cannot represent diﬀusion. Since small scales have
large vorticity, it is only natural that the latter be present in (2i).
Indeed, one may notice that the second of (2c) contains the angular momentum r2 Ω, whereas shear, Eq. (1e), does not. Therefore,
both the physical interpretation of vorticity dominated by smallscale processes (of diﬀusive nature) and its mathematical structure, indicate that its presence in the angular momentum equation will give rise to “diﬀusion”. Second, to properly describe the
qualitative diﬀerence in the rotation curves in the convective and
radiative regimes, it is only natural to have the buoyancy flux,
which is positive in the first and negative in the second regime.
The presence of B in (2i) is therefore not only natural but physically required.
Third, what about the Peclet number representing radiative
losses? If we recall Eq. (13j) of Paper I, it is clear that Pe is
large in the CZ and small in the radiative region. This is because
both the eddy velocity and the length scale are large in the CZ
but small in the stably stratified radiative regime. Thus, Eq. (2i)
must be extended to read as
Ri j (S , V, B |Pe ).

(2j)

Finally, what about meridional currents? As shown above, they
enter directly into the angular momentum Eqs. (1b), (1c) and
thus we further generalize (2j) to the form
Ri j (S , V, B |Pe, M )

(2k)

where M stands for meridional currents. If we succeed in constructing (2k), we would have included shear, vorticity, diﬀerent
regimes of both unstable (convective zone, CZ) and stable stratification (radiative regime, RZ), radiative losses, and meridional
currents. While there is no guarantee that the resulting rotational
curve will explain the helio data, we would have at least made
sure that we have included the key processes that characterize
the two regimes of interest, CZ and RZ. The RSM (Reynolds
stress model) that we have presented in Paper I, is the model we
employ next to compute the complete Reynolds stress Ri j .

4. Previous results of the RSM model
It is fair to ask whether the RSM has been previously employed
in a stellar context. In answer to this question, we point to the
work of Kupka and collaborators (reviewed in details in Kupka
& Muthsam 2007; Kupka 2009), who studied turbulent convection using an RSM model in which the stresses and heat flux
depend on time, but without rotation. Use of (2k) with rotation
was made under the following conditions and with the following
results. Under unstably stratified conditions, without meridional

currents and using the observed rotational curve (Ulrich et al.
1988),


(3a)
Ω(θ) = Ω0 1 − a cos2 θ − b cos4 θ
the model results for the Reynolds stresses
Rθϕ = uθ uϕ vs. θ,

(3b)

were compared with existing solar surface measurements
(Virtanen 1989; Pulkkinen et al. 1993). None of the models with
shear alone, shear + buoyancy, shear + vorticity

(3c)

were able to reproduce the measured surface data of (3b). In particular, the first two combinations in (3c) gave the wrong sign in
both hemispheres. Only the combination
vorticity + buoyancy

(3d)

was able to reproduce the data (Canuto et al. 1994), a conclusion
that should be viewed as a useful hint when describing regimes
removed from the surface. However, as already discussed, thus
far all the solutions of the angular momentum equation, which
yielded results in disagreement with helio data, were based on
the same assumption, the first of (3c), which failed to reproduce
the surface values of (3b).

5. Reynolds stresses, heat, and concentration
fluxes
The specific form of the equation for the Reynolds stresses has
the structure (2e), and its complete form is (see Paper I, Eq. (8h))
Ri j =

2K
8
1
1
δi j − KτS i j − τZi j + τBi j .
3
75
10
10

(4a)

In (4a), the vorticity and buoyancy tensors were defined in
Eqs. (2f)−(2h), while shear and vorticity S i j and Vi j were defined
in Eqs. (1e) and (2c). The density fluxes (heat and concentration
fluxes) appearing in (2h) are defined as
ρ

Ji = αT Jih − αc Jic .

(4b)

The heat Jih and concentration fluxes Jic are given by the
following algebraic equations (Paper I, Eqs. (10a), (10b)
and (12d), (12e)):
Heat fluxes:
(δi j + μi j )J hj = γi j β j
γi j = π4 τ(Ri j − gαc π2 τλi J cj )


μi j = π4 τ S i j + Vi j − gτλi (π5 αT β j + π2 αcC , j ) .

(5a)

Concentration fluxes:
(δi j + ηi j )J cj = − di jC , j
di j = π1 τ(Ri j + gαT π2 τλi J hj )


ηi j = π1 τ S i j + Vi j − gτλi (π2 αT β j + π3 αc C , j )

(5b)

where
βi = −

∂T
− λi gc−1
p ,
∂xi

λi = −(gρ)−1

∂p
·
∂xi

(5c)
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The dimensionless time scales represented by the functions π s
defined in Paper I Eq. (10c), are given by:



−1
RiRμ −1
Ri
0
0
π1 = π1 1 +
, π4 = π4 f (Pe) 1 +
a + Rμ
1 + aRμ
−1
π01 = π04 = (27Ko3 /5)−1/2(1 + σ−1
t ) ,

must specify two independent variables, K − ε or, alternatively,
K − τ.
As discussed in Sect. 3 of Paper II, one must in principle
solve two diﬀerential equations for the two variables K − ε given
by Eqs. (II, (8a), (8b)). However, this is seldom done because of
the added complexity. Instead of the equation for K, one uses its
local limit corresponding to assuming production = dissipation,
that is,

π02 = 1/3, π3 = π03 = π05 = σt

P s + Pb = ε,

π2 = π02 (1 + Ri)−1 [1 + 2RiRμ (1 + R2μ )−1 ], π5 = π05 g(Pe),

f (Pe) = bPe(1 + bPe)−1 ,
2
−1
g(Pe) = cPe(1 + cPe)−1 , 4π2 b = 5(1 + σ−1
t ), 7π c = 4σt .

(5d)

In addition, the Peclet number Pe that quantifies radiative losses
is given by (Canuto & Dubovikov 1998; Paper II, Eq. (5b), with
τ = 2K/ε)
Pe =

π2
Reχ (τN)2 ,
125

Reχ =

ε
χN 2

(5e)

where Reχ is the Reynolds number based on the thermometric diﬀusivity (χis in cm2 s−1 ; Pr = ν/χ ≈ 10−8 is the Prandtl
number). The Richardson number Ri, the density ratio Rμ , the
Brunt-Väisäla frequency, and the mean shear are defined as
Ri =

N2
,
Σ2

N =

−gH −1
p (∇

2

Rμ ≡

gαcC ,z
gαT T ,z

=

∇μ
∇ − ∇ad

− ∇ad )(1 − Rμ ),

Σ = (2S i j S i j )

(6a)

1/2

.

(6b)

In summary, the above formalism, which is entirely algebraic,
contains the following physical ingredients:
Diﬀerential rotation
Unstable/Stable stratification
Double Diﬀusion
Radiative losses arbitrary Peclet number
Meridional currents.

(6c)

Once Eqs. (4a) and (5a), (5b) are solved in spherical coordinates, the resulting Reynolds stresses have the general form (2k)
and can then be substituted in (1c) whose solution may then be
compared with the helio data. Clearly, such a computation must
be done in conjunction with a solar structure code to provide
the mean variables. One can actually perform two computations,
with and without double-diﬀusion, and compare the results, a
process that would be quite instructive.
5.1. the variables K, τ

The above equations still depend on two turbulence variables
represented by τ = 2Kε−1 and K, which often enter together, a
product that can be written as
τK =

2K 2
= 42 τ−1 = 2K 1/2 = 2ε1/3 4/3 .
ε

(7a)

These are all equivalent expressions highlighting diﬀerent variables; for example, the last expression is the well known 1926
Richardson law discovered fifteen years before the advent of
the Kolmogorov law. In (7a) use was made of the relation ε =
−1 K 3/2 , where  represents a typical eddy size. No matter which
of the representations (7a) one chooses, the basic fact is that one
A79, page 4 of 7

(7b)

where the shear and buoyancy components are given by
P s = −bi j S i j = −Ri j S i j > 0,

Pb = gλi Jiρ ,

(7c)

which provides the time scale τ as a function of the large-scale
variables such as shear, vorticity and temperature gradients. See
for example Eqs. (9d), (9e) of Paper II. The other variable ε is
discussed in Sect. 3 Paper II.

6. Meridional currents
In addition to Eq. (1c) for uϕ = rΩΓ, for completeness we also
write down the model independent general dynamic equations
for the meridional currents ur , uθ :
∂
∂Φ
∂P
(ρur ) = A1 −
+ρ
∂t
∂r
∂r
∂
∂Φ
−1 ∂P
(ρuθ ) = A2 − r
+ ρr−1
,
∂t
∂θ
∂θ

(8a)
(8b)

where
∂ 3
∂
(r ψrr ) − (rΓ)−1 (Γψrθ )+r−1 (ψθθ + ψϕϕ )
∂r
∂θ
∂
∂
A2 = −r−3 (r3 ψrr ) − (rΓ)−1 (Γψθθ ) + (rtgθ)−1 ψϕϕ
∂r
∂θ
ψi j = ρ(Ri j + ui u j )
A1 = −r−2

(8c)
(8d)
(8e)

where P is the mean pressure and Φ is gravitational potential.
Equations (8) show that the meridional currents depend on the
Reynolds stresses as well.

7. Example: no meridional currents – no double
diffusion
In Canuto & Minotti (2001), we presented the explicit solution
of Eqs. (4a) and (5a) including meridional currents. The solutions represented by nested algebraic relations, were suited to
a numerical treatment but not to physical considerations. Here,
we present a solution of the same equations with no meridional currents and no double diﬀusion, a simplification that allows highlighting a new feature of the model, the existence of
a counter-gradient angular momentum flux within the hydrodynamic instability framework. We begin by introducing the following dimensionless variables:
Ri j
τZi j
, si j = τS i j , vi j = τVi j , zi j =
,
K
K
τBi j
Ji
bi j =
, ni = gατ2 βi , ji = gατ ·
K
K
ri j =

(9a)

The dimensionless form of Eq. (4a) then reads
ri j =

2
8
1
1
δi j −
si j − zi j + bi j ,
3
75
10
10

(9b)
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where




2
2
zi j = rik − δik v jk + r jk − δ jk vik
3
3
2
bi j = λi j j + λ j ji − δi j λk jk .
3

(9c)
(9d)

The dimensionless form of Eq. (5a) reads as
(δik + μik ) jk = π4 rik nk
μi j = π4 (si j + vi j − π5 λi n j ).

(9e)

Equations (9b)−(9e) form a system of linear, coupled, algebraic
equations that may be solved using a method of symbolic algebra; additionally, we must solve the relation P = ε which, using
(9a), reads as:
−(rϕr sϕr + rθϕ sθϕ ) +

1
jr = 1.
2

(9f)

For illustrative purposes, we take
λr = 1, λθ, j = 0, ni = (nr , 0, 0), x = τ N ,
2

2

N =
2

Solving (9b)−(9e), the resulting Reynolds stress and heat fluxes
have the forms:
Jr = −νt S h

∂T
,
∂r

−r−2

∂ (2) ε 2 ∂r2 Ω
r
Γ
,
∂r m Ω2
∂r

(12a)

where we have defined the two dimensionless variables:
1 2 (1)
1 2 (2)
xω S m .
Γ(2)
(12b)
Γ(1)
m = ω Sm ,
m =
2
2
It is also convenient to separate the term

∂Ω
∂r

by rewriting (12a) as



∂ 2
∂
ε ∂Ω
∂  (2) ε 3
(r Ω) = r−2
r Ω ,
Γm 2 r4
− 2r−2
Γ
∂t
∂r
∂r
∂r m Ω2
Ω

−gρ−1
0 ρz .
(10a)

Rrϕ = − 2νt (S m(1) S rϕ + xS m(2) Vrϕ ),

3. The first term in the rhs of (11) is independent of stratification and does not have the form of a diﬀusion of J = r2 Ω, as
we have already pointed out in the discussion after Eq. (1f).
The second term in (11) is of the diﬀusion type, and its sign
depends on whether one is in the CZ x < 0 or in the RZ zone,
x > 0. There is an alternative representation of (11) with the
form


∂ 2
−2 ∂
(1) ε 4 ∂Ω
(r Ω) = r
r
Γ
∂t
∂r m Ω2 ∂r

(10b)

(13)

where


1 2  (1)
ω S m − xS m(2) > 0.
(14)
2
The functions Γm ’s are shown in Fig. 1 (see also Fig. 2). Several
comments are in order.
Γm =

(2)
Γ(1)
m − Γm =

where
νt = τK =

7.1. unstable-stable stratification

2K 2 1 2
= τ ε.
ε
2

(10c)

Here, S m,h are dimensionless structure functions that depend
on the parameters of the problem and that are obtained once
Eq. (9b) is solved, as plotted in Fig. 2. Using the relations
uϕ = rΓΩ(r, θ), ur = uθ = 0, Γ = sin θ, we further have
S ϕr =

pω
1 ∂Ω
rΓ
=−
Γ,
2 ∂r
2τ

Vrϕ = −


p ω
Γ ∂(r2 Ω)
=− 1−
Γ
2r ∂r
2 τ
(10d)

with S ϕr + Vϕr = −ΓΩ, and we introduced the dimensionless
variables:
p=−

r ∂Ω
,
Ω ∂r

ω = τ Ω,

Ri =

1 N2
·
p2 Γ2 Ω2

(10e)

Solving (9f), one obtains the functions
ω(Ri, p),

S m,h (Ri, p).

(10f)

The angular momentum Eq. (1c) then becomes:


∂ 2
∂
∂r2 Ω
−2 ∂
4 (1) ∂Ω
(r Ω) = r
νt r S m
− r−2
νt xS m(2) r2
· (11)
∂t
∂r
∂r
∂r
∂r
The first term has the same form as in (1d), while the second
term includes the contribution of vorticity and stratification x.
Several comments are in order:
1. Vorticity and buoyancy appear together in (10b), which is
something of a surprise since such a combination was not
obvious in the starting Eqs. (9b)−(9e).
2. Since x represents stratification, we have x < 0 in the CZ
(convective zone) and x > 0 in the RZ (radiative zone).

In the CZ, x = τ2 N 2 < 0, Ri < 0 and since Γ(2)
m < 0, the last
term in (13) has a positive sign. The first term also has a positive sign, and thus the two terms on the rhs in (13) both have
a positive sign, which means that they are both of the countergradient type. The value of ε is large since the convective flux
Fc = ρc p wθ = (ρc p /gα)gαwθ = (ρc p /gα)ε carries almost all
the solar flux. Owing to the p dependence exhibited in relation (10d), the value p = 2 corresponds to the case of pure shear
(no vorticity).
In the RZ, x = τ2 N 2 > 0, Ri > 0, we have Γ(2)
m > 0, Γm > 0.
The first term in (13) is of the counter-gradient type, while the
second term is up-gradient. At the bottom of the CZ, ε can be
related to the power generated by internal gravity waves (Kumar
et al. 1999), as already discussed in Eq. (10a) of Paper II. The
term Γ(2)
m increases as the rotation curve becomes increasingly
flatter (from p = 2 to p = 1), and so does Γm in the first term
but its increase is largely cancelled by the decrease in the term
∂Ω/∂r, which in principle becomes negligible as one approaches
the RZ where a rigid body rotation sets in.
7.2. comparison with previous models

It is instructive to compare the momentum diﬀusivity Km obtained in this work with the one used in the literature. It is usually
denoted by Dv (Charbonnel & Talon 2005; Talon & Charbonnel
2005, Eq. (5); Zahn 2008, Eq. (3.5))
Ri < Ri(cr) =

1
:
4

Km
1
=
,
χ
2Ri

Ri =

1 N2
,
p2 Γ2 Ω2

(15)

where χ(cm2 s−1 ) is thermometric conductivity that enters the
radiative diﬀusivity Kr = c p ρχ (see Eq. (4d) of Paper I). Several
comments about (15) are in order.
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Fig. 2. The dimensionless functions S m in Eq. (10b).

of forms beginning with Eq. (10b) and using (11):
νt
1 ε
ε (1)
Km(1)
= S m(1) = τ2 S m(1) =
Γ
χ
χ
2 χ
χΩ2 m
νt
Km(2)
ε (2)
= S m(2) =
Γ .
χ
χ
χΩ2 m
Fig. 1. The dimensionless structure functions Γm defined in Eqs. (12b)
and (14) vs. Ri. Ri < 0 corresponds to the CZ, while Ri > 0 corresponds
to the RZ. For comments, see the text.

The first is about the absence of a factor representing the
amount of energy (or power) that creates the mixing. In fact,
turbulence is a process that does not generate or destroy energy, rather, it distributes whatever energy is put into the system among a wide variety of scales. Without such an energy,
there would be no turbulent motion or, in the presence of turbulence, turning such source of energy oﬀ would lead to a
decaying turbulent mixing. The well known Kolmogorov law
E(k) = Koε2/3 k−5/3 gives the spectrum of the eddies generated
by the nonlinear interaction, but it contains the rate of dissipation
or energy input ε which is considered an outside, given variable.
The second comment is about the lack of universality of ε
since diﬀerent stellar interiors have diﬀerent ε, which then yield
diﬀerent rates of mixing. Thus, the presence of such a factor
would ensure that diﬀerent stars give rise to diﬀerent states of
mixing, as ought to be the case. In the present formalism, one
sees from (13) that ε is present and that the dimensionless factor,
Γm

ε
,
χΩ2

(16a)

is a measure how much stronger the turbulent diﬀusivity is than
the radiative one represented by χ. The factor (16a) is clearly
diﬀerent for diﬀerent stars.
Third, in (15), the momentum diﬀusivity is assumed to be
a decreasing function of Ri. On the other hand, in the present
formalism, the momentum diﬀusivity can be written in a variety
A79, page 6 of 7

(16b)

Inspection of Figs. 1 shows the basic diﬀerences between (15)
and (16): a) the function Γm does not decrease with Ri,
whereas (15) does and b) (15) is limited to values of Ri < 1/4,
whereas (16b) embraces any value of Ri. As already discussed
in Sect. 7 of Paper I and in Sect. 5 of Paper II, relation (15)
assumes the existence of a critical Ri above which there is no
mixing, while the most recent data show that such a limit does
not exist.
7.3. internal gravity waves

As discussed by the authors cited previously (Kumar & Quataert
1997; Zahn et al. 1997; Kumar et al. 1999; Charbonnel & Talon
2005, 2007), the most recently employed form of the angular
momentum equation (Talon & Charbonnel 2005, Eq. (9)), has
an additional term due to IGW in the righthand side of Eq. (1f)
−

3 1 ∂
LIGW (r)
8πρ r2 ∂r

(17a)

where the explicit form of the IGW luminosity LIGW can be
found in the reference above. Its magnitude is approximately
1029 erg s−1 corresponding to 0.004% of the luminosity at the
base of the CZ of 2.5 × 1033 erg s−1 (Talon & Charbonnel 2005,
Sect. 3.3). From the new equation for the angular momentum,
one obtains a time scale of
τ(IGW) =

8π ρr5 Ω
≈ a few 107 yrs,
3 Ligw

(17b)

where we used r = 3.5 × 109 cm, ρ = 125 gr cm−3 , Ω =
2 × 10−6 s−1 , LIGW = 1029 erg s−1 . The value (17b) agrees with
the results obtained from more detailed computations discussed
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in the cited literature. By comparison, if we use the standard
Eq. (1a) corresponding to a down-gradient model (DG), we
obtain
τ(DG) =

r2
4 × 104 7
≈
10 yrs.
Km
Km

(17c)

Since the values of Km given in Fig. 14 of Talon & Charbonnel
(2005), where Km is called Dv at say the bottom of the CZ, are of
the order of 50 cm2 s−1 , the τ resulting from (17c) is two-to-three
orders of magnitude larger than (17b).
Finally, let us take the last term in (13) corresponding to an
up-gradient model (UG). We obtain
τ(UP) =

1 r 2 Ω2
1
1
≈ (2) yrs ≈
× 107 yrs,
(2)
2 εΓm
εΓm
300Γ(2)
m

(17d)

where we have taken ε ≈ 3 × 10−5 cm2 s−3 that corresponds to
LIGW = 1029 erg s−1 . Relation (17d) is compatible with the IGW
result (17b) if
300Γ(2)
m  1.

(17e)

Figures 1c−d show that this is possible.

8. Conclusions
Given the well known challenge of trying to reproduce the helio
data on the solar rotation curve, we have examined the ingredients of the angular momentum equation. It contains two main
terms, the Reynolds stresses and the meridional currents which,
in a large Re regime such as that characterizing a stellar interior and in a steady state, must balance each other. It is worth
noticing that this balance has not yet been exhibited by the numerical simulations published thus far (see Figs. 11 of Brun &
Toomre 2002), most probably because they are still too viscous.
Since the equations for the meridional currents also depend on
the Reynolds stresses, the latter constitute a key ingredient and
we have therefore concentrated on how they have been modeled
thus far and what the missing terms are that must be included.
The final new formula for the Reynolds stress is quite simple,
Eq. (4a) and the hope is that it will be tested and assessed to ascertain which angular momentum profiles it produces and what
improvement it brings with respect to the expression used thus
far, Eq. (1d).
A key feature of the new RSM is that all the relevant equations governing the Reynolds stresses (4a) and the heat and
concentration fluxes (5a,b) are obtained by solving linear algebraic equations. This is a welcome feature if one considers the
large amount of information that the new model contains: stable
stratification, unstable stratification, double-diﬀusion, diﬀerential rotation, shear, radiative losses (arbitrary Peclet number)
and meridional currents.

As an illustrative example we have worked out the case of
no double diﬀusion and no meridional currents so as to highlight
a key feature of the model. The standard RSM model, based on
shear alone, is of the down-gradient type, and it fails to reproduce the helio data that point to a rigid body rotation below the
solar convective zone. It was then suggested that IGW, which
operate on an up-gradient flux, may be responsible for such a rotational state, and quantitative computations by several authors
have confirmed that on a time scale of the order of 107 yrs, the
rigid body rotation can be achieved.
Here, we have introduced an alternative that we hasten to
stress is not ad hoc but is part and parcel of the RSM model.
It is unavoidable and it turns out that the combination vorticity+stable stratification gives rise to an up-gradient term in the
Reynolds stresses, which, in the angular momentum equation,
produces a characteristic time scale comparable to the one by the
IGW model. As Talon & Charbonnel (2005) point out, a mixing
model must do more than just reproduce the solar rotation curve
and the model presented here must thus await those tests to be
performed before a final judgment can be made.
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